IN WORKING ORDER

Brain Development and Young Worker Safety

Some of the additional risks faced by young workers relate to their age and aspects of
their physical and biological development. In this article, Associate Professor Ian Glendon
of Griffith University provides an overview of recent research into brain development and
cognition during adolescence. He describes how this research may help to explain why
young people are overrepresented in injury statistics, and comments on the implications
of this research for those of us working to prevent workplace injuries.
What do we know about adolescent brain development?
More is being discovered about that uniquely human developmental stage of
adolescence. Research reveals that adolescent brains undergo radical changes, some
evidence suggesting that the brain may not be fully developed until the late 20s. Key
features of adolescent brain development include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Changing balance between parts of the brain responsible for emotions and the
executive function (planning, impulse control and reasoning).
The part of the brain responsible for coordinating movement is still developing.
Melatonin production, important in regulating our sleep-wake cycle, is different
from that in children and adults.
Nerves linking the brain’s right and left hemispheres do not stabilise until early
adulthood.
Nerve fibres in the most advanced part of the brain are ‘pruned’ and the balance
between white and grey matter changes during adolescence as higher executive
areas ‘settle in’.
Brain areas affecting our ability to see and visualise things mature earlier than do
the executive functions required to control them.
Areas of the brain responsible for creating mental imagery are still developing.
Parts of the brain responsible for regulating emotions develop later in males, and
compared with females, males have less brain tissue available to regulate their 		
emotions.

How does this knowledge help to explain why young people may be over-			
represented in workplace injury statistics?
Because the executive function develops later than the emotional centres, adolescents’
behaviours are more likely to be driven by an immediate search for sensations, rewards
and novelty, some of which could be associated with risk-taking or recklessness.  
Differential development of various brain regions could mean that a young worker’s ability
to use information to make good (e.g. safe) decisions is compromised. Young males are
more prone to make aggressive responses to a range of situations.  Because integrating
emotions and decision making occurs over an extended period, young workers could be
vulnerable to an underdeveloped ability to handle stress.
Development of movement functions means that while young workers may appear
to learn many skills rapidly, they remain prone to errors arising from coordination lapses.
Young workers may display a tendency to ‘eveningness’ so that tasks undertaken early
in the day could be more inherently error-prone.  Young workers who have ‘mixed
handedness’ could be particularly liable to adverse effects from hazards involving
complex tasks requiring both hands and more than one sense modality.
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Young workers may experience frustration and be error-prone in tasks involving decision
making, with the potential for disorganised thought patterns or behaviours.  Hazards may
be perceived as in adulthood, but risk perception – involving an ability to understand the
full extent of a hazard, could lag behind.  Young workers could also take longer to process
certain types of information about inherently dangerous situations and to visualise harmful
outcomes.
What are some promising strategies to help protect young people in workplaces?
Because of large individual differences, generic strategies need adjustment to suit
individuals and circumstances. As young workers gain experience and maturity they can
gradually be given greater responsibility and autonomy. Appropriate psychometric tests
could be used to monitor young workers’ developing emotions and cognitive abilities.
Adolescents should be provided with opportunities to exercise their reward, novelty and
sensation seeking motivated behaviours in places where the risks that they take can be
adequately supervised.  They should be given relevant performance feedback to help
them learn about potential adverse consequences of certain risk-taking behaviours.  
Supervisors should ensure that young workers work on tasks that are ‘forgiving’ of
postural lapses, so that any that occur do not result in injury. In particular ensure that
work undertaken early in the day is not overly demanding.
Young workers should have adequate opportunity to practise certain tasks,
particularly those requiring complex information processing.  Case studies and
simulations are among tools that could be used to good effect. Risk assessments on
complex tasks performed by young workers should incorporate a ‘young worker’ factor
to ensure adherence to strict guidelines on tasks that young workers can safely perform.
Adequate support and guidance should be available for young workers undertaking tasks
involving complex decision making.
Appropriate risk perception training is required to enhance young workers’
understanding of hazards/risks associated with particular jobs/tasks.  It cannot be
assumed that young workers completely understand all the risks associated with a job
merely because the hazards are visible.  Scenarios involving danger perception can be
used to improve young workers’ mental imagery of undesired outcomes from job-related
activities.  Those responsible for supervising young workers should have appropriate
expectations about what tasks they can reasonably be expected to undertake, particularly
when these involve ‘emotional labour’, including any potentially stressful contact with
customers or others.
Emphasise mentoring and support, particularly for males, from more experienced
role models, and ensure that young workers who show aggressive responses are not
assigned to tasks where poor control or risk-taking could compromise their own or others’
safety.
Who should be involved in implementing and evaluating these strategies?
Many parties can play a role in ensuring the health and safety of young workers.  These
include:
•
Governments – e.g. developing legislation and policies relevant to young workers.
•
Workplace health and safety enforcement agencies – e.g. ensuring that specific
arrangements for young and inexperienced workers are in place.
•
Workplace management – e.g. ensuring that safe operating procedures derived
from risk assessments incorporate control measures appropriate to young workers’
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•
•
•
•

level of experience.
Workplace supervisors – e.g. ensuring that young workers are adequately
monitored and given regular and appropriate feedback on their work performance,
particularly safety aspects.
Workplace trainers – e.g. ensuring that training given to young workers includes all
the features necessary to address the needs identified above.
More experienced workers – e.g. maintaining awareness of young workers’
performance and giving appropriate feedback, particularly regarding safety.
Peers – e.g. developing a ‘buddy’ system in which pairs (or larger groups) of
young workers look out for one another.
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